On-orbit geometric calibration is an essential technology to improve the initial geometric accuracy of the optical satellite images. The presented methods usually take the absolute constraint from calibration site data into the imaging model to deduce exact systematic error parameters. However, the characteristic of strong dependence on the high-accuracy calibration site data leads to limitations such as high cost and poor efficiency of these conventional methods. In order to make better use of the mutual constraints among the images, and to get rid of the dependence of calibration site, we conduct an investigation on the on-orbit geometric calibration using the mutual constraints of overlapped images instead of absolute constraint from calibration site for optical satellite. To ensure the stable solution of calibration equation, a weighted virtual observation is introduced into calibration model to improve its condition. The method is verified with a pair of simulated images, and the satisfactory results indicate that the method is effective and reasonable.
INTRODUCTION
Geometric calibration of the optical satellite can be divided into two categories according to the different commissioning stages: laboratory calibration and on-orbit geometric calibration. The former is always undertaken in the laboratory using precision optical instruments such as parallel light tubes before the satellite launch. However, the camera parameters usually change to a certain extent due to complex factors such as the vibration in the process of satellite launching, stress release and the change in imaging environment. Therefore, the geometric calibration should be re-performed on-orbit to improve the initial geometric accuracy of the imaging model.
Conventional on-orbit geometric calibration method usually use the absolute constraints identified from reference data covering the ground calibration site to retrieve the physical camera parameters or the fitting model (Mulawa, 2004; Wang et al., 2014) . Taking the TLC cameras of ZY-3 satellite as an example, on-orbit geometric calibration of this satellite was performed by Wuhan university and CRESDA. Referring to Figure 1 , the used reference data is the digital ortho map (DOM) and digital surface model (DSM) covering SongShan calibration site. After the cloud-free TLC images (Figure 1(a) ) over the area were collected, the geometric calibration was performed, in which the camera parameters were fitted using a viewing-angle model, and a step-wise estimate was adopted aiming to the stable solution of calibration parameters. After calibration, the geo-positioning accuracy and internal accuracy of TLC imagery were improved to about 15m and better than 1 pixel respectively (Cao et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2017) .
However, this approach may appear to be easy executed on the surface, but suffers to critical limitation due to the strong dependence on the precise calibration site data. Since the reference data is always produced by aerial surveying under the constraint of many manual measured ground control points (GCPs), so that the generation and maintenance of the available reference data is a process of high cost and low time. In addition, the long return visit cycle make it difficult to obtain the cloud-free images over calibration site, which further reduces the timeliness of geometric calibration (Pi et al., 2017) .
Aiming to the limitations of conventional method, this paper describes a new method for on-orbit geometric calibration of optical satellite. In the method, the relative constraint among overlapped images instead of absolute constraint from GCPs is used to deduce the optimal systematic parameters. Therefore, this new method can get rid of the limitations of conventional method stemming from the strong dependence on calibration site.
A great challenge need to conquer in this method is the unstable estimate of the calibration parameters. First, the relative constrain condition is useful for high order error, but it cannot be used to restrain the translation error existing in internal parameters. Second, the strong correlation between the elevation error and the internal accuracy will result in the rank-defect of solution model. We developed some improvement to solve both problems. For first problem, we introduced a weighted virtual observation to improve calibration model. For the second problem, we draw lessons from the idea of using a DEM as an observable for orientation and positioning proposed by Ebner Heinrich in 1991 (Ebner et al. 1991) , and applied an elevation constraint to conquer the strong correlation.
DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD
We take the linear optical satellite sensor as an example to illustrate this new method, and the planar array sensor can be regarded as an extension in the direction of column. The method is described in following three aspects.
Effect analysis of the relative constraint
If we want to achieve the independent on-orbit geometric calibration with the relative constraints among images, at least two overlapped images should be collected, and the overlap in the direction along CCD needs to be greater than 50%. Thus, the mutual constraint between pre and second half of the camera distortion can be realized, and the whole CCD range is covered. Referring to Figure 2 (a), under the effect of mutual constraint of corresponding points identified from overlap images, the camera distortion reaches optimal condition when the statistics of relative geometric residual of the corresponding point is the smallest. For a non-periodic camera internal distortion, only when the high order distortion is compensated, this optimal condition can be achieved (Figure 2 (b)). However, the translation error (principal point error) in internal distortion is independent with geometric residual of the corresponding point. Thus, this error cannot be corrected in this method, and the estimate will be unstable if it is solved directly in this method.
Aiming to this problem, we mean to introduce into some prior position constraint to improve the calibration model ( In addition, if the method is used in the calibration of a planar array sensor, the mutual constraint along the linear CCD should be extended to along two directions of the planar array CCD. In practical application, four images of more than 50% overlap in both directions are appropriate for providing the mutual constraints needed in this method.
Introduction of weighted virtual observation
To conquer the unstable estimate caused by the translation error in integral solution, we mean to introduce into some prior position constraint to improve the calibration model. This constraint can fix the position of camera distortion in the camera coordinate system, but it will not affect the correction of high order distortion. For the rigorous camera model, the translation error can be directly ignored and only calibrate the focal length and optical distortion. But the rigorous camera model may suffer some problems such as under fitting and strong correlation, so that it is rarely used in the practical geometric process of optical satellite. We usually use a viewing-angle model to replace the rigorous camera model (Pi et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2017) .
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The three-order fitted viewing-angle models for linear sensor and planar array sensor are shown as followings: where, s in (2) is the CCD detector numbers, ( , ) s l in (3) is the detector's image plane coordinate.
For the viewing-angle model, we restrain this translation error by introducing virtual control points (VCPs) into the calibration model as weighted observations. VCP is generated on a constant elevation plane using the initial imaging model (Figure 3 ). VCP is used as real GCP in the solution equation, thus an appropriate weight is important to ensure estimate convergence and accuracy of the calibration.
As shown in Figure 3 , the pixels of each row in the raster image are one-to-one correspondence to the CCD detectors. Thus the image can be adjusted is divided into regular grids according to this raster. The center of each grid is defined by But it is important to note that the VCP should be generated using the same CCD detector to avoid impact on the internal accuracy. Thus, at most a VCP can be generated at the same imagery pixel in each line for linear image, while one image can produce only one VCP for array image. 
DEM aided stable estimation
Another problem need to be solved is the correlation between the internal parameters and elevation. If both kinds of parameters are unknown in calibration solution, the solution equation is rank-defect, so that the stable estimation cannot be achieved. To solve this problem, an additional constraint was introduced into the calibration model by interpolating the elevation from the reference DSM and regarding it as the true elevation of a corresponding point. Referring to the Figure 4 , the DSM provides the elevation of ground points as follows. First, an iteration process is used to calculate the initial ground planimetric coordinates of corresponding point, since the ground locations resulting from the corresponding point on different images may be different, thus we take the average position 
EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION

Description of dataset
To explain the feasibility of the method from the essence of mathematics, we performed the experiment using a set of simulated images. Thus, the calibration accuracy can be verified accurately by comparing the estimated camera parameters with the designed parameters. We used the real orbit data of ZY-3 satellite to simulated calibration images. The camera was designed as a center FOV camera, and its physical parameters are listed in Table 1 With the designed parameters, the initial viewing-angle coefficients which can be used as the criteria for accuracy evaluation can be determined. Then, the overlapped images with an overlap of 50% were generated under the support of precise DOM and DSM covering SongShan. The images are simulated according to the rigorous imaging process of the satellite, as shown in Figure 5 . To utilize the cross constraint correlation of the simulated image pair, a mature matching algorithm based on the least squares method was applied to identify the corresponding imagery points. A totally of 1758 corresponding points were identified from the images, and 3 VCPs at the same CCD detector (center detector) for an image, thus a total of 6 VCPs were generated. With the these corresponding points, VCPs, and an aided DSM, the internal calibration can be achieved in the proposed method.
Calibration result
Three sets of different initial internal distortions were designed to illustrate the universality of this method. These distortions can be described as sinx, cosx and sqrtx according to the corresponding mathematical model. We extend initial distortion cross the CCD to as large as 10 pixels, and 2 pixels along the CCD at the both ends of the CCD by changing the detector size. The shapes of these distortions are shown in Figure 6 . The initial internal parameters corresponding to these distortions were fitted from the distortion models. The parameters are listed in Table 2 , and these parameters can describe the designed distortions accurately. The initial internal parameters were used as the initial values of internal parameters in calibration solution. The least square method was used to achieve the optimal estimation of calibration parameters. With corresponding points and VCPs, the calibration equation was established, and then the optimal estimation was therefore achieved under the restrain of a DSM. The calculation for three distortions all were achieved within two iterations. The calibration results are listed in Table 3 . 
Accuracy assessment
The calibration accuracy can be evaluated by comparing the calculated and true viewing-angle of each CCD detector. However, even though the applied VCPs can ensure the stable solution of calibration model, the initial translation error is also preserved by the VCPs. Considering the internal translation error can be compensated perfectly by external parameters, it is reasonable to only calibrate high order error in internal calibration. But the possible disturb of remaining constant errors should be excluded when we assess accuracy using estimated viewing-angles.
The remaining constant errors were excluded by subtracting the mean value of all detector viewing-angles. Therefore, we could calculate the high order residual of view-angle for all CCD detectors based on the estimated and the true designed internal parameters. The root mean square (RMS), mean value (Mean) and maximum value (Max) of these residuals were counted. The statistical results are listed in Table 4 . Calibration accuracy for different internal distortions
As shown in Table 4 , the comprehensive calibration accuracy better than 0.006 arcsec was achieved for three distortions according to RMS. As a pixel is equivalent to 0.4 arcsec according to the designed
The International Archives of the Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and Spatial Information Sciences, Volume XLII-1, 2018 ISPRS TC I Mid-term Symposium "Innovative Sensing -From Sensors to Methods and Applications", 10-12 October 2018, Karlsruhe, Germany physical parameters, the presented method can achieve accuracy about 0.015 pixels for designed camera. Additionally, the difference between Mean value and Maximum is so small that the geometric consistency of the calibration result is also excellent, which indicates the presented method is effective on the inversion of high order (one order and more) internal errors, and the presented method is reasonable and available on the principle of mathematics.
To show the satisfactory calibration result more obviously, we drawn the internal distortion curves based on the estimated calibration parameters. Taking the calibration parameters estimated based on initial distortion Cosx as an example, the distortion curves are shown in Figure 7. (a) Estimated distortion error curve (b) Distortion curve that exclude translation error Figure 7 . The distortion curves of estimated internal parameters
It can be observed that the internal parameters still include internal distortion as high as 7.5 pixels after geometric calibration, but the remaining distortion is mainly translation error, whereas the high order internal distortion have been compensated perfectly. As shown in Figure 7 (b), when the remaining translation error is excluded, the internal distortion is improved to better than 0.04 pixels. Thus, the presented method can effectively compensate the high order internal distortion error while ensuring the robust solution.
CONCLUSION WITH SUMMARY
This paper proposes a new method aiming to the independent geometric calibration of optical satellite, in which the relative constraint among overlapped images instead of GCPs is used to deduce calibration parameters. To ensure the stable estimation of calibration, a novel weighted virtual observation is introduced to improve the condition of calibration model, and a DSM is used as elevation constraint to conquer the correlation between parameters. In the experiment, the method is conducted on a pair of simulated images, the excellent convergence of the solution and the satisfactory accuracy indicate the method is effective and reasonable. With this method, we don't need to use the absolute constraint of GCPs. Therefore, we can get rid of the limitations of conventional method due to the dependence on the high cost calibration site.
